Electromyographical differentiation between the acoustic blink and startle reflex. Implications for studies investigating startle behavior.
Recent evidence suggests that electromyographic activity in the orbicularis oculi muscle occurring in response to sudden acoustic stimuli consists of two overlapping components: the blink and the startle reflex. The aim of the present study was to identify these two components in acoustically elicited eyeblink responses and to analyze their differential modulation by weak acoustic prepulses. The prevalence, latency and amplitude characteristics of double EMG peaks in pulse-alone and prepulse-pulse trials (PP) with 30 ms and 100 ms interstimulus intervals were assessed in 16 healthy volunteers.EMG responses with two peaks were registered in 42.6 % of the pulse-alone trials and in 56.2 % of the PP30 and 48.7 % of the PP100 trials, respectively. Prepulse inhibition of the amplitude was greater for the second peak (14.2 % (P2) vs. -11.5 % (P1) in PP30 trials; 62.6 % (P2) vs. 32.3 % (P1) in PP100 trials), resulting also in higher P1/P2 amplitude ratios in prepulse-pulse trials (P1/P2: 62.9 % in pulse-alone, 92.6 % in PP30 and 100.1 % in PP100 trials). In conclusion, double peaks are a common phenomenon in human studies of acoustically elicited blink responses. It is postulated that the first peak represents the auditory blink reflex, whereas the second peak corresponds to the startle reflex, which may be more susceptible to prepulse inhibition. This complexity should be taken into account in clinical studies of the modulation of the startle reflex.